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Abstract
The objective of the project discussed in this report is to design and construct a vertical
carousel system that will be used in a classroom in order to educate engineering students in the
Automated Manufacturing (IME 422) course at the University of Southern Indiana. The
following report presents a review of research over carousel storage systems, project
requirements, and an analysis of conceptual designs and decisions for a table-top vertical
carousel system. Since there are no previous projects like this one, industry use examples were
researched and analyzed to be applied to this project. Decisions on important components were
decided upon through calculations that can be found later in the report.
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1 Introduction
Carousel storage systems are systems used to store items that are used by manufacturers,
distributors, and retailers [1]. They consist of a series of bins on a chain conveyor that revolves
around a rail system [2]. They are either systems hung overhead or mounted onto the floor and
they either rotate horizontally or vertically [3]. The type researched and designed in this project
was a vertical carousel storage system. Figure 1.1 shows an industry sized vertical carousel
system.

Figure 1.1: Example of Vertical Carousel Storage System [4]
Figure 1.1 shows that there are a specific number of rows that contain a certain number of
bins. These rows rotate vertically, and one row is shown at the opening so items can be picked.
In industry use, there are many different applications for these systems. The main industries that
use these systems are airlines, distribution centers, health care facilities, and manufacturing
companies [5]. Since this project is for a table-top version, it will be smaller and more compact.
This report will discuss the background of the project, its requirement sections, architecture, and
key concepts.
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2 Background
2.1 Needs
Organization is a problem for companies around the world. Carousel storage systems
allow for multiple items to be stored within a specific space. There is a need to educate studying
engineers, especially those in the manufacturing field. These students will later have the
responsibility of making decisions to better the company in which they work for. Carousel
storage systems are studied in the Automated Manufacturing course and since there are no
physical models to study or observe, there was a request to have one designed and implemented.

2.2 Objectives
The goal of this project was to design and implement a carousel storage system that is
small enough to fit on a table so it can be used in a classroom setting. Since there are no physical
systems available for use, it can be used in different engineering classes to be studied and
analyzed during lectures and labs. Having a physical model will allow the students to run actual
tests and observe how a carousel storage system works, but on a smaller scale. This will improve
the education and knowledge of student engineers at USI to eventually help with company
organizational issues in the future.

3 ABET Requirement Sections
3.1 Performance
The carousel is able to store items which is the main idea of any storage system. This
means that the number of bins must be equal to or greater than the number of objects needed to
be stored. This is so there isn’t a situation where there are too many items to be stored with not
enough space to store them.
The motors are a crucial part of the carousel system. The motors must be able to rotate
the load and have the bin rotate vertically. The motors must also be able to be strong enough to
move the chain when weight is added. If the motors are not strong enough then then carousel will
not be able to move and rotate the bins properly. The chains themselves must also be strong
enough to hold the weight of all the object without breaking. The chains are the main component
of moving the rows and must be able to hold the weight of the bins, items, and still be able to
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move. If either the motors or chains do not perform properly, then the entire carousel system will
fail.
The final performance component is the interface. The interface is how the user will
control the system and obtain the desired item. The interface must be touch screen to allow the
user to interact with the system. This means that the interface should be working with the
controller in order to perform certain commands requested by the user.

3.2 Functionality
How the system will function is mainly based on the power, interface, sensors, and
controller. The power components are placed underneath the motor mount. The motor mount
also houses the power supply, driver, and the controller, and still have enough space for the
carousel to operate.
The interface is mounted on the box and connected to the controller. It displays options of
items to choose before the carousel begins to function. This is because the carousel is dependent
on an input, so the interface must give commands to the controller. This means the controller
must be able to determine if the desired row is closer by rotating forward or reverse. This will
optimize the time and path of the desired item getting to the user. Finally, each row must contain
a certain number of bins in total to store items.

3.3 Economic Considerations
There are many economic considerations when looking at carousel systems in industry
use, but since this project is aimed towards a classroom use, there are minimal economic
requirements for this project such as the bill of materials (BOM) found in the appendix.

3.4 Environmental
The carousel system is being built for use inside of a building. So, the system must be
able to operate at room temperature and humidity. Besides that, there are no other environmental
requirements.

3.5 Public Health, Safety, and Welfare
Public health, safety, and welfare mainly deal with industry use carousel systems. For this
table-top version, a sensor is placed at the opening of the system so the carousel will stop moving
6

if something enters the opening or path. If anything is detected, the motors must shut off, so no
one gets injured, and nothing gets damaged.

3.6 Manufacturability
For manufacturability, wherever it was possible, off the shelf components were
purchased and used. This saved time in deciding what type of component would have been used.
The motor mount, clear walls, and shaft sized had to be custom made from purchased or
available materials. This is because there are not many examples of a carousel system that are
tabletop size. Since this is a custom-made system for a classroom, these components had to be
custom made to meet the size specifications.

3.7 Global
Due to this project being built for a US classroom there are no global requirements
needed. This is not being used for industry so therefore

3.8 Social/Cultural
For social and cultural requirements, the interface must be in English. This is because the
system is being built and will be used in a United States classroom, where English is the
countries primary language.

3.9 Teamwork
In order to ensure this project gets done, teamwork is imperative. If the members of the
team are operating individually, it will create confusion and be less efficient. The teamwork for
this project up was proficient. For project deliverables, the work was divided evenly so there was
not one or two members doing most of the workload. Also, every person’s input is important and
was taken into consideration. The team made group decisions to make sure everyone agreed with
the end product for the project.
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4 Overall System Breakdown

Figure 4.1: Overall System Breakdown
The carousel system can be broken down into 5 main subsystems. That being the
structural, storage, power transmission, electrical and software. The structural deals with the
framework, supports, etc. The storage explains how the systems is able to store items. The power
transmission deals with transferring electrical energy into mechanical energy to allow the system
to rotate. The electrical subsystem discusses how the entire carousel, and its components are
electrically powered. Finally, the software subsystem is about all the coding work that was done
for the system.
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5 Structural System

Figure 5.1: Structural System Breakdown
The structural system is responsible for supporting the entire system during operation.
This includes the framework, motor mount, outer encasing, access panel, and dispensing slot.
The system was designed in a way to support the load of the power transmission, electrical, and
storage systems.

5.1 Framework Concepts
The first thing was to come up with how the system would be supported and be able to
stand alone. The requested size for the entire system was that it had to be able to fit on a table
and be no larger than 3-foot x 3-foot x 3-foot (Length x Width x Height). The general idea was to
have the framework create a box that could have supports run off the sides to hold up the
mechanical pieces such as the shaft, sprockets, etc.
When thinking of a material to use for the framework, the first options were to make it
out of wood, aluminum, or 3D Print it. Per the requirements of the project, the framework and
enclosure of the system cannot be larger than 3-foot x 3-foot x 3-foot. This would make 3D
printing a difficult and expensive route to explore. This is because the framework would have to
9

be printed in multiple pieces and then put together. Also, the strength of the filament used would
be in question at this stage not knowing the total load of the system. This left the option of wood
or aluminum to create the framework. Since this system is meant to be used inside of a classroom
and used as a demo, it was thought that it should look professionally made. Both remaining
materials were capable of doing that but if wood was chosen, it would require painting or some
sort of outside coating to make it look presentable. This left aluminum as the option to go with.
If aluminum was going to be the avenue taken for the framework material, then there
needed to be a way to connect all of the pieces together. This meant that holes needed to be
machined out of each piece of aluminum so brackets could be placed and secured. Upon
searching for aluminum to use, it was advised by the client, Professor Bradley Kicklighter, that a
company called 80/20 makes T-slotted aluminum extrusions for this type of project building.

Figure 5.2: 80/20 T-Slotted Aluminum [11]
In Figure 5.2, the T-slotted aluminum extrusion can be seen. It has slots on all four sides
of the bar so brackets can be fastened using screws and nuts that slide into the slots. Since all of
the connections would be 90-degree angles, it was decided to go with the L-brackets and 90degree brackets that the manufacturer can supply. The brackets, nuts, and screws can be seen in
Figure 5.3 below.
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Figure 5.3: 80/20 Nut, Screw, 5 Hole 90 Degree Bracket, 3 Hole L-Bracket [11]

5.2 Framework Design
5.2.1 Revision 1
Since the T-slotted aluminum was selected as the framework material, a first revision
CAD drawing could be created. This allowed for a visual layout to be made so placements can be
planned out and changed. Revision 1 of the framework can be seen in Figure 5.4 below.

Figure 5.4: Revision 1 of Front View of Framework
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The front view seen in Figure 5.4 shows that the design started with a box shape that was
30-inch x 30-inch x 30-inch (L x W x H). It was decided that this would be a good starting point
on the framework size because it would have enough room to contain all the internal components
and being structurally strong enough to support the system. It was also decided to use the 1-inch
x 1-inch T-slotted aluminum from 80/20. This was because the system was planned to be so
small that the bars of the frame can’t be much bigger than 1-inch to allow the max amount of
internal space.
Other components that were initially thought about were a motor mount to direct drive
the bottom shaft, and two thin support legs to hold the shafts, bearings, and sprockets that would
rotate the shelves. The size of the items was only estimated at the start of the project. At this
point, it was still unclear how each piece would properly connect to one another.
5.2.2 Revision 2
As the project’s design progressed, more parts had been selected, so component sizes
were confirmed. The design of the internal components is discussed in later sections. Although
the sizes of some components were known, not many changes were made between revisions 1
and 2 of the framework. The size of the box enclosure was still the same as revision 1. In Figure
5.5 it can be observed that the main changes were just the updated size of the sprockets and
having everything else appear more defined and color coded.
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Figure 5.5: Revision 2 of Front View of Framework
At this point, it was still unknown how the support legs would connect to the aluminum
framework. The plan was to use the 90 degree and L-brackets to make the framework
connections. It was also thought that the motor mount could be made from the T-slotted
aluminum, but the process to implement it was unknown.
5.2.3 Revision 3
At the end of the design process, the final revision looks like Figure 5.6 below. A side
view was added to bring more clarity to the project. It was easier to conceptualize how the final
product could look with a side view. The side view can be seen in Figure 5.7 below.
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Figure 5.6: Final Revision of Front View of Framework

Figure 5.7: Final Revision, Side View of Framework
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There are a few main differences between the first and final revisions at this point. The
overall depth of the framework was able to be shortened down to 20-inches. The depth of the
framework was shortened for a couple reasons. First, it was shortened because this is supposed to
represent a vertical carousel system and a normal box does not show that very well. Also, with
the sprocket size chosen, discussed in Section 7, the box was oversized and could be slimmed
down. The addition of cross beams that hold up the bearings, shafts, and sprockets can be seen in
the side view drawing (Figure 5.7). The final design that the construction was then based off of
can be seen in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.

5.3 Framework Implementation
Once the final design was constructed and the order for the T-Slotted aluminum arrived
the implementation of the framework began. The framework began by building out the bottom
frame first and adding the four outside legs. The four support legs were also placed which would
eventually hold up the cross beams to support the bearings, sprockets, and shafts. The 90 degree
and L-brackets were used to connect all the beams together. The rest of the framework was saved
to be put together after all of the internal components were placed in the system. This allowed for
internal work to be done without the hassle of removing any framework pieces. Once all of the
internal components were put in place, the rest of the frame was constructed and completed.
Figure 5.8 below shows the final build and the framework around it.
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Figure 5.8: Completed Framework of Carousel
Handles were also added to allow for the system to be carried easier. The implementation
stayed true to the final design and meets the scope of this section.

5.4 Motor Mount
From the beginning of the design process, it was decided that whatever motor would be
chosen would direct drive the lower shaft. It can be seen in all revisions of the design drawings
that there would need to be a motor mount to raise and support the motor. At first it was a vague
idea but after constructing the framework, it was chosen that the motor mount could be
constructed out of the extra T-Slotted Aluminum.
The idea was to use the motor bracket that was purchased with the motor, to create a
platform. It would consist of two parallel bars running from front to back that would line up with
the holes on the motor bracket. Once a general height for the bars was chosen, washers would be
16

used to increase the height of the motor if need be. After measurements were made, the
aluminum was cut using the horizontal bandsaw in the Applied Engineering Center (AEC) and
connected to the framework using L-Brackets and 90-degree brackets. In Figure 5.9, the final
build of the motor can be seen.

Figure 5.9: Motor Mount
In the end, the motor mount was constructed to line up the motor shaft with the coupling
of the bottom rotary shaft. It was trial and error until a correct washer combination worked to
raise the motor bracket up enough to give a good alignment for the motor. The motor alignment
with the coupler and bottom rotary shaft can be seen in Figure 7.8 in Section 7. Another positive
of this motor mount platform is that it left room underneath the platform for the electrical
components.

5.5 Lexan Walls
The client of the project asked that the outer walls of the framework be clear so all the
internal components could be seen during the system’s operation. The client thought it would be
beneficial for students to be able to observe everything while the system is rotating and running.
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The site that the aluminum was purchased from offered acrylic sheets that would fit into the tslots but if the measurements were wrong then modifications would have to be done. It was
advised by Dr. Todd Nelson to use another material instead of acrylic be used because acrylic is
brittle and can be difficult to work with. There was extra Lexan that was found in the AEC that
would be used to create the clear walls. The width of the t-slot gap was 0.25-inches, which
matched perfectly with the available 0.25-inch-thick Lexan. After taking in account for the t-slot
depth, the full area of Lexan needed was found to be 25.56 ft2. The full calculation can be found
in the appendix in Figure A1. To get the precise cuts needed for each side, the water jet in the
AEC was used to cut out the Lexan and can be seen in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Waterjet Cutting out Lexan Walls
Once the Lexan was cut, the protective film was removed and the Lexan was put to the
side until installation. Installing the Lexan walls was one of the last things done to make sure
everything on the inside was in the right positions and ready to operate. The cuts were able to
slide into the gaps of the t-slot with minimal space to spare.
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5.6 Access Panel
With the carousel system being an entirely closed system, there needed to be a way to
access the internal components in case maintenance needed to be done. This led to the idea of
creating an access panel on the back side of the enclosure.
When deciding on how big to make the access panel, it had to be small enough so the
outside 90-degree brackets wouldn’t interfere with the opening and closing of the panel. Due to
this, it was estimated to make it 2-inches shorter than the outside frame on the back side. This led
to the back Lexan sheet being re-cut so there would be a frame and door for the access panel. In
order to make it a door, a hinge and locking mechanism were needed. It was decided to purchase
a piano hinge that could be cut to the desired size and a barrel bolt to secure the panel door. Both
the piano hinge and barrel bolt can be seen in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Barrel Bolt and Piano Hinge
The barrel bolt allows for the panel to be locked and unlocked while the hinge allows for
it to swing open and close. There was a concern about the spacing in between the Lexan frame
and cut out of the panel door. The waterjet cut left enough space in between the two, to smoothly
swing the door open and close.
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In the end, the access panel does what it was intended to do, allowing access to all the
internal components of the system in case of maintenance. Certain components are easier to
access than others, but it is completely possible to make changes or replacements to any
component if needed. The final access panel can be seen below in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Opened Access Panel

5.7 Dispensing Slot
The dispensing slot is needed so the user can grab the desired bin out of the system. The
size of the dispensing slot depended on the size of the storage shelf which is discussed in Section
6. It was decided that the dispensing slot would be 12-inch x 6-inch (Length x Height) because it
provided enough room to easily grab the storage bins. The dispensing slot could not be too small
because it would be difficult to grab items and it could not be too big because the user should not
20

be able to grab any internal components. The location of the dispensing slot was just estimated to
be about the lower third of the front wall.
Just like the access panel, the front Lexan wall was re-cut on the waterjet to create the
dispensing slot. The dispensing slot was tested, and the size worked well for the system. The
dispensing slot can be seen in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Dispensing Slot
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6 Storage System

Figure 6.1: Storage System Breakdown

The storage subsection of the carousel system can be broken down into the types of
storage bins, the shelving units holding the bins, and the pins that secure the shelves to chain of
the system. The storage bins determined how large and how many shelves could be implemented
into the system, so they were decided upon first. Figure 6.2 depicts the storage bins that were
chosen. The storage bins that were decided upon are approximately 2-inch x 1-inch The storage
bins were selected primarily on their size, weight, and security. The carousel system weighs a
decent amount so keeping the bins at a low weight was ideal. Having the bins be approximately
2-inch x 1-inch hinders putting large items into the system but allows for more bins to be insert
along a single shelf. The snap-lock lids add an extra layer of security, keeping the items being
stored from falling out.

Figure 6.2: Storage Bins
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After selecting the storage bins, the design of the shelving units could begin. Knowing
the size of the bins allowed for a better understanding of how many bins could be placed on one
shelving unit. A total of five storage bins was decided to be placed on a single shelf. Figure 6.3
displays the first 3D printed shelving unit design. Using the software, Fusion 360, the shelving
unit was designed by sketching a 2D design and extruding it into a 3D drawing. The first
shelving unit worked fairly well but needed to be improved. The two end slots on the first
shelving unit did not have enough room to fully secure the storage bins. The storage bins did not
lay completely flat in the trays due to the overhang of the snap-lock lids on the storage bins
rubbing against the support beams of the shelving units.

Figure 6.3: First 3D Printed Shelving Unit Design
Once realizing that the first 3D printed shelving unit would not work, a second design
was sketched in Fusion 360. The second shelving unit design can be seen in Figure 6.4. As seen
in Figure 6.4, the second design allowed enough room on the sides for all five storage bins to lay
flat on the shelf. Along with that change, holes were added to the design in the side support
beams. The holes are used to connect the shelving units to the chain through the use of clevis and
cotter pins. The clevis and cotter pins can be seen in Figure 6.5. The clevis pins have a 1/8-inch
diameter with a 13/16-inch usable length and are made out of carbon steel. While the second 3D
printed shelving unit design meet all the specifications needed to function properly, it still could
be improved. A final design was sketched in Fusion 360 and can be seen in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.4: Second 3D Printed Shelving Unit Design
The final 3D printed shelving unit design implemented a back wall and a magnet holder.
Figure 6.7 displays the final shelving unit that was used in the carousel system. The back wall
was designed to help ensure that no storage bins fall into the carousel system when a user places
a storage bin back on a shelf. The magnet holders seen in Figure 6.6 were 3D printed to secure a
rectangular magnet to the bottom of all eight shelves of the carousel storage system. The hall
sensor discussed later in the Software System section uses the North side of each magnet to keep
track of which bin is at the front opening of the carousel system.

Figure 6.5: Clevis and Cotter Pin

Figure 6.6: 3D Printed Magnet Holders

Figure 6.7: Final 3D Printed Shelving Unit Design
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7 Power Transmission System

Figure 7.1: Power Transmission System Breakdown

The power transmission subsystem consists of components responsible for transferring
electrical energy into mechanical energy. This includes the sprocket, chain, shaft, bearings,
motor, and coupling. When entering the design phase of the power transmission system, it
became apparent that the characteristics of each component directly impacted each other. This
meant that a design constraint had to be selected in order to begin developing specified parts.

7.1 Sprocket and Roller Chain
When designing the power transmission system, the sprocket was the first element
analyzed. This is because the radius of the sprocket needed to be at least the same size as the
height of the shelf in order to rotate. During the design phase, the shelf height was initially
determined to be 3 inches in height. This meant that the minimum radius of the sprocket required
would be 3 inches. In order to ensure enough space was allowed for rotation, the sprocket radius
desired was around 3.75 inches, which would mean a sprocket diameter of 7.5 inches. In order to
pick the sprocket, a table of standard sprocket sizes was examined. This standard sprocket sizing
table gives the sprocket pitch diameter for a specified roller chain number, and the number of
teeth on the sprocket (Table 7.1).
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Sprocket Size Chart: Pitch Diameter
Roller Chain #
# of
Teeth
30

25

35

40

50

60

80

2.392

3.588

4.783

5.979

7.175

9.567

31

2.471

3.707

4.942

6.178

7.413

9.885

32

2.551

3.826

5.101

6.376

7.652

10.2

33

2.63

3.945

5.26

6.575

7.89

10.52

34

2.709

4.064

5.419

6.774

8.128

10.84

35

2.789

4.183

5.578

6.972

8.367

11.16

36

2.868

4.303

5.737

7.171

8.605

11.47

37

2.948

4.422

5.896

7.37

8.844

11.79

38

3.027

4.541

6.055

7.568

9.082

12.11

39

3.107

4.66

6.214

7.767

9.321

12.43

40

3.186

4.78

6.373

7.966

9.559

12.75

41

3.266

4.899

6.532

8.165

9.798

13.06

42

3.345

5.018

6.691

8.363

10.04

13.38

43

3.425

5.137

6.85

8.562

10.28

13.7

44

3.504

5.257

7.009

8.761

10.51

14.02

45

3.584

5.376

7.168

8.96

10.75

14.34

46

3.663

5.495

7.327

9.159

10.99

14.65

47

3.743

5.614

7.486

9.357

11.23

14.97

48

3.822

5.734

7.645

9.556

11.47

15.29

49

3.902

5.853

7.804

9.755

11.71

15.61

Table 7.1: Standard Sprocket Size Chart [12]
When examining the standard sprocket sizes, there were two sizes being considered. The
first was the 7.413 inch, 31 tooth #60 roller chain sprocket. The second was the 7.486 inch, 47
tooth, #40 roller chain sprocket. It was determined that a pitch of 0.5 inches (#40 chain) was
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smaller and more desirable than the 0.75-inch pitch (#60 chain). These chain links are
manageable in terms of size and suit the needs of the smaller scale vertical carousel system.
Thus, the sprocket chosen was the 7.486 inch, 47 tooth, #40 roller chain version, this can be seen
as the highlighted cell in Table 7.1. This sprocket also has an odd number of teeth, which means
the wear on the chain life would be extended. When a sprocket has an odd number of teeth, this
means that the rollers of the chain, and the teeth of the sprocket alternate contact points. A
sprocket with an even number of teeth means that the same sprocket tooth will engage with the
same roller each rotation.
Material choices were also examined in terms of sprocket selection. Lighter sprockets
would be more desirable, as it would decrease the moment of inertia within the system,
ultimately leading to a smaller and cheaper motor being used. One potential option for material
selection was nylon. Nylon would decrease both cost of material and the moment of inertia of the
sprockets. However, it became apparent that the roller chain would be plastic and finding a
method of connecting the shelves to the chain would be difficult. The other material considered
was aluminum. These aluminum sprockets could be cut on the water jet, making them readily
available for implementation. This option was not pursued further, as these sprockets would have
sharp teeth rather than beveled ones. This would make chain rolling difficult as the sprocket was
rotating. The final material considered was carbon steel. This is the most common sprocket
material, and therefore the easiest to obtain. When reaching out to various manufacturers about
purchasing a 7.486 inch, 47 tooth, #40 roller chain sprocket, they said that these sprockets would
need to custom made. The lead time was more than 2 weeks from each manufacturer, and the
costs were high. This led to other options being pursued.
The final choice made for the sprocket was based on cost and availability. The sprocket
chosen was a 1045 medium carbon steel #40 roller chain sprocket with 50 teeth, a 0.75-inch
bore, and an outer diameter of 8.23 inches (Figure 7.3) [13]. This sprocket is slightly oversized
and has an even number of teeth. This means that there will be a higher moment of inertia
associated with the sprockets, and they will also wear down faster. This sprocket also has a
keyway cut out of the hub, but this keyway will be neglected, and set screws will be the only
method utilized for transmitting torque between the shaft and sprocket. Another minor aspect
considered was the gear ratio between sprockets. It would be possible to drive a smaller sprocket,
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which would mean that the chain would come down in a “V’ shape. This chain geometry is not
ideal, as there would be insignificant spacing for the shelves. This led to the design decision of
utilizing 2 (4 in total), 50 tooth sprockets on each side, which yields a gear ratio of 1.

Figure 7.3: Jeremeywell Sprocket
Once the sprocket was picked, an accompanying roller chain could be selected. Since the
sprocket was a #40 sprocket with a 0.50-inch pitch, then the roller chain would need to meet the
same specifications. In addition to the roller chain itself, tab connecting links would also need to
be used. These links have small holes in the tabs, which allow for a connection between the
shelves and the chain. The roller chain would be broken multiple times, and tab connecting links
would be used in place of the original link. Figure 7.4 shows a single tab connecting link. The
connection from shelf to chain would be made through both clevis and hairpin cotter pins.
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Figure 7.4: Tab Connecting Link
Once the component selection for the sprocket and chain was complete, it was necessary
to determine the quantity of chain needed. The specifications of the Jeremywell sprocket only
denoted the outer diameter; therefore, it was necessary to compute the pitch diameter of the
sprocket with the equation:

𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
= 7.96 𝑖𝑛
180°
sin 4
>
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

Equation 7.1: Pitch Diameter Calculation [14, eq. (17-29)]
The following equation was used in order to calculate chain length:
𝐿 = (2 ∗ 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) + (𝜋 ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟) ∗ 1.02 = 1.4 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
Equation 7.2: Chain Length Calculation
This equation utilizes the center-to-center distance between both sprockets, the sprocket
diameter, as well as incorporates 2% of slack within the chain. The extra 2% of chain length is
suggested by chain manufacturers for vertical drive applications [15]. This length was used so
that an appropriate amount of chain could be ordered prior to implementation. A more practical
equation can be used in order to determine the number of chain links required:
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2𝐶 𝑁1 + 𝑁2 (𝑁2 − 𝑁1)!
𝐿≈O
+
+
Q ∗ 𝑝 ≈ 108 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠
4𝜋 ! 𝐶
𝑝
2
𝑝
Equation 7.3: Calculating Number of Chain Links [14, eq. (17-34)]
In this equation “C” represents center-to-center distance, “N1” and “N2” represent
number of sprocket teeth on each sprocket, and “p” denotes the sprocket pitch. When calculating
the number of chain links required, the number of tab connecting links also needed to be
considered. Since 8 shelves were being used, each chain will need 8 tab connecting links, which
is considered 16 individual links. Since 108 chain links were required, it was impossible to
equally space each shelf along the chain. This is because the tab connecting links will take up a
total of 16 links, which leaves 92 links that needed to be divided among 8 different shelves.
Since 8 is not a factor of 92, the spacings between shelves needed to be altered. Table 7.2 shows
the layout of a single chain.
Tab Link 12 Links
10 Links
Tab Link 12 Links

Tab Link 12 Links

Tab Link 12 Links

Tab Link 12 Links Tab Link 12 Links
Table 7.2: Chain Link Layout

Tab Link
10 Links
Tab Link

Once the length of the chain was determined, the next step of the design process was to
decide the speed of the system. Initially, the system design would incorporate 3 different speeds:
fast, medium, and slow. These chain system speed settings could then be used to determine the
required sprocket speed through the following equation:
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝜋 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

Equation 7.4: Sprocket Speed Calculation
Once the sprocket speed for each setting was determined, the actual chain speed in millimeters
per second could be determined by using the equation:
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𝑉=

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
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Equation 7.5: Chain Velocity Calculation [14, eq. (17-30)]
This equation incorporates a conversion factor in order to convert the speed into units of
millimeters per second. The results from these calculations can be found in Table 7.3, and the
remainder of the sprocket and chain calculations can be found in Appendix A3.

Speed Setting

Chain Speed “n” (RPM)

Sprocket Speed (RPM)

Chain Speed (mm/s)

Slow
Medium
Fast

1
2
3

2.2
4.4
6.61

23.3
46.6
69.9

Table 7.3: System Speed Settings

7.2 Rotary Shaft and Bearings
The next step of the design process was to choose an appropriate rotary shaft, as well as
bearings to house this shaft. The main design constraint considered here was the fact that the
sprockets chosen had a 0.75 inch bore diameter. This meant that the rotary shaft would also need
to have a 0.75-inch diameter. Different materials were considered for this rotary shaft, such as
1566 carbon steel, 12L14 carbon steel, and 4140 alloy steel. This application required low
speeds, and relatively low torque. The rotary shaft would also not need to be machined any, the
only process would involve cutting the shaft to the desired length. This meant that the main
design constraint considered was an economical one, which lead to a 1566 carbon steel rotary
shaft being chosen. This rotary shaft was the cheapest material for our application and was
$53.35 for 72 inches of a 0.75-inch 1566 carbon steel shaft. This 72-inch shaft was then cut down
so that 2 smaller shafts could be used. The shaft for the top part of the system was 17 inches
long, while the bottom shaft was 22.5 inches. This bottom shaft needed to be cut longer, as it was
the drive shaft for the system (connecting to coupler and motor). Calculations for the shaft mass
were made, as these were later needed for the motor sizing process. The maximum shear stress of
the shaft was also calculated in order to see if the shaft would fail. These calculations show that
the maximum shear stress is only 0.5% of the shear yield strength, meaning the shaft will not fail
under the loading conditions (see Appendix A4).
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Once the rotary shaft was selected, the next step in the process was to choose bearings to
house the shaft. In order to help with implementation, the bearings would need to be selfaligning. This meant that the bearings allowed for slight misalignment during installation, as well
as operation. The other criteria desired in the bearings was to have a pillow block base. This
would allow the bearings to sit on the crossbeams in the system. The bearings used also needed a
0.75 inch bore diameter, as this was the same specification as the rotary shaft. Four bearings
were chosen, and they were 0.75-inch, self-aligning, pillow block ball bearings. Figure 7.5 shows
one set of bearings resting on the cross beams during the implementation phase. These bearings
were later secured to the shaft by tightening the set screws supplied with the bearings.

Figure 7.5: Bearing Mounting

7.3 Motor and Coupling
Once the sprockets, chain, rotary shaft, and bearings were selected, a motor sizing
calculation could be performed. This calculation process involved finding both the constant
torque and acceleration torque required for the system. In order to find the constant torque
required for the system, a roller conveyor chain selection guide was examined. The constant
torque can be found by using the chain pull force, the sprocket radius, and an estimated
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efficiency for a chain drive. The coefficient of friction estimated for the sprocket/chain/bearing
system was estimated as 0.20 after consulting Dr. Todd Nelson. The friction force can then be
found through the following equation:
𝑃"#$%&$'( = 𝐶 ∗ 𝜇 ∗ V(2.1 ∗ 𝑀) + 𝑊Y = 1.53 N
Equation 7.6: Friction Force Calculation [16]
“C” represents the center-to-center distance of the sprockets, “𝜇” represents the coefficient of
friction, “M” represents the mass of the chain per unit length, and “W” represents the mass of the
load being conveyed per unit length. Calculations for the mass of chain per unit length, and mass
of the load being conveyed per unit length can be found in Appendix A3.
Once the friction force was found, then chain pull force could be calculated by using the
following equation:
𝑃%)*$( ,-.. = (𝑀 + 𝑊) ∗ 𝐶 + V0.5 ∗ 𝑃"#$%&$'( Y = 8.18 𝑁
Equation 7.7: Chain Pull Force Calculation [16]
Finally, the constant torque of the system could be calculated by using the chain pull force,
sprocket radius, and estimated chain drive efficiency [17] with the following equation:

𝑇%'(/&*(& =

(𝑃%)*$( ,-.. ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 0.5)
= 0.84 𝑁 − 𝑚
𝜀
Equation 7.8: Constant Torque Calculation

The next step of the motor sizing process was to find the acceleration torque required for
the system. In order to calculate acceleration torque, the total mass moment of inertia for the
system was required. The following equation demonstrates how to find the total system inertia:
𝐼&'&*. = 𝐼0'&'# + 𝐼%'-,.$(1 + V2 ∗ 𝐼/)*"& Y + V4 ∗ 𝐼/,#'%23& Y + (2 ∗ 𝐼%)*$( ) + 𝐼.'*4 = 0.08 𝑘𝑔𝑚!
Equation 7.9: System Inertia Calculation
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The individual moment of inertia calculations can be found in Appendix A5. Once the total
system inertia was found, an angular acceleration, α, needed to be calculated in order to find the
acceleration torque. This angular acceleration was derived from the angular velocity of the fast
sprocket setting, and an estimated acceleration time of 1 second. The acceleration torque can be
calculated with the equation:
𝑇*%%3.3#*&3 = 𝐼&'&*. ∗ α = 0.06 𝑁 − 𝑚
Equation 7.10: Acceleration Torque Calculation
The required system torque was then calculated by using the constant torque, acceleration torque,
and a safety factor of 2:
𝑇#35-$#34 = (𝑇%'(/&*(& + 𝑇*%%3.3#*&3 ) ∗ 𝑆𝐹 = 1.80 𝑁 − 𝑚
Equation 7.11: System Torque Calculation
Any intermediate steps within the torque calculation process can be found in Appendix
A5. It is important to note that this torque requirement was made based on an acceleration time
of 1 second. Once the testing phase was implemented, it became apparent that the acceleration
time was less than this. This would mean that the acceleration torque would increase. This is the
reason that the safety factor was included in the calculation initially, as not all information could
be known during the motor sizing process.
Once it was determined that the system torque required was 1.8 N-m, Dr. Ronald
Diersing was consulted for the selection of an appropriate stepper motor. It was suggested to
choose a stepper motor that had a stall torque that was at least twice as large as the required
system torque. The initial motor being examined was the 34HE31-6004S from Stepperonline.
This stepper motor had a 4.8 N-m holding torque, and a torque-speed curve is provided by the
manufacturer shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Torque-Speed Curve for 34HE31-6004S [18]

The power specifications of our system meant that the power supply voltage to the motor
would be 48 V. This motor was the initial choice, but due to economic reasons, this motor was
unable to be ordered. This motor was also oversized for the application, as the desired torque
capability for the motor was 3.6 N-m. This led to a different Stepperonline stepper motor being
selected, the 34HS31-5504S. The torque speed curve for this motor can be found in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Torque-Speed Curve for 34HS31-5504S [19]
The 34HS31-5504S is a NEMA 34 stepper motor with a 4.5 N-m holding torque, and
when running at 48 V, the pull-out torque is approximately 3.6 N-m [18]. This makes the
selection of the 34HS31-5504S ideal for the automated vertical carousel storage system. The
other specification needed from this stepper motor is the shaft size, as this is how an appropriate
coupling could be selected. This stepper motor has a shaft diameter of 14 mm.
The coupling selected was used to connect the motor shaft to the rotary shaft. The main
design factor desired in the coupling was flexibility. This would allow for parallel, angular, and
axial shaft misalignment when mounting the motor, and also during operation. The coupling
used was a clamping precision flexible shaft coupling for shaft diameters 14 mm and 0.75 inch.
This coupling allows for clamping, which means neither the rotary shaft, nor stepper motor shaft
will be marred by set screws. This coupling also has a maximum torque capability of 9.04 N-m,
which is well over the required system torque of 1.8 N-m. Figure 7.8 shows the coupling fixed to
each shaft.
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Figure 7.8: Flexible Coupling Fully Mounted
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8 Electrical System

Figure 8.1: Electrical System Breakdown
The electrical system is how the entire system is powered. It was designed that there
would only be one sole power source for the entire system, which meant either a battery or the
use of a wall outlet. Due to the size and shelf life of the battery that would be needed, that route
was closed. This left the idea of using the wall outlet as the power supply. Wall outlets in the
United States supply a 120 VAC voltage, however all the components are powered by DC. A 048 VDC power supply/converter was used to convert the voltage from AC to DC. The power
supply only could supply one constant voltage and since some of the other components require a
lower voltage, a step-down buck converter was used to step down the higher voltage to lower
voltage.

8.1 Power Supply/Converter
The power supply/converter is responsible for converting the AC voltage from the wall
outlet and outputting a DC voltage. The chosen power supply seen in Figure 8.2, has three
available outputs but they output whatever voltage the supply is set you. The power supply can
output anywhere from 0-48 VDC and up to 10 Amps.
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Figure 8.2: 0-48 VDC Variable Power Supply/Converter
The power supply is powering the stepper motor drive which in turn will power the
motor. The second output of the power supply is going to the step-down buck converter which
powers the remaining electrical components.

8.2 Stepper Motor and Driver
The stepper motor driver was chosen to go with our chosen stepper motor discussed in
Section 7. The selected stepper motor driver was a DM860T stepper motor driver and can be
seen in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Stepper Motor Driver
The purpose of a driver is to control the voltage and current inputs into the motor itself.
The driver receives information from the controller and then sends the desired amount of voltage
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and current to the motor in order for it to rotate. There are dip switches on the driver itself to
change the current and pulse per rev settings. After trial-and-error testing it was found that
limiting the current to a peak value of 5.14 A and setting the pulse/rev to 5000 worked the best.
The 5.14 A peak limit was because the rated amp limit for the motor itself was 5.5 A, so it was
decided to go to the closest setting. The power supply was also adjusted to output 36 VDC for
these settings. 48 VDC made the system spin very choppy, and a voltage lower than 36 VDC
wouldn’t spin the system at all. For future work, the dip switches and voltage outputs could be
better optimized.

8.3 Step Down Buck Converter
The step-down buck converter is needed to step down the high output voltage of the
power supply down to a lower usable voltage for the rest of electrical components. All the other
electrical components such as the screen, controller, and sensors take 5 VDC. The step-down
buck converter seen in Figure 8.4 takes the 36 VDC output of the power supply and drops it
down to 5 VDC.

Figure 8.4: Step-down Buck Converter
The 5 VDC out the buck converter was then ran to a breadboard so the rest of the
components could be wired in parallel, having them would receive the same amount of voltage.
Since the components were in parallel the current would be split. After looking at the operating
currents of the components and the fact that the power supply can output up to 10 A, current
consumption was of no concern.
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9 Software System
9.1 Controller
The Arduino Uno R3 was used as the controller for this project due to the number of pins
the controller has as well as the small compactness for easy storage.

Figure 9.1: Arduino Uno R3
The Arduino Uno R3 runs off a 5V computer output and is plugged using USB-A into the
Arduino and standard USB into the computer.

Figure 9.2: USB-A connector
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The Arduino has three sections of pins: Digital, Analog, and Power, which are all shown
above in Figure 9.1. All three sections are used to power and run each individual sensor being
used within the Carousel. An external breadboard was connected to the Arduino because it only
has one power pin, but multiple sensors are needed to be powered. An external breadboard was
also needed to properly distribute power and a common ground to all components.

Figure 9.3: External Breadboard
The Arduino Uno R3 is programmed using the Arduino IDE and using C/C++ programming and
logic to command and tell the Arduino Uno R3 what to properly do.
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Figure 9.4: Arduino IDE start screen
The function of the Arduino is to be able to send and receive values from the Nextion
LCD touch screen (See Section: Touch Screen), count and reset the number of rows passing by a
Hall Sensor (See Section: Sensors/Hall Sensors), read distance values from the IR sensors (See
Section: Sensors/IR Sensors), and to start and stop the motor by sending pulses to the driver.
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9.2 Sensors
Each of the two different sensors were worked on separately before being combined
together. Each section will go through the individual process of each sensor before ending with
the completed combined version.

9.2.1 Hall Sensors
Hall sensors are used to detect magnetic fields (ex. Magnets). The specific Sensor
selected was the Grove - Hall Sensor.

Figure 9.5: Grove - Hall Sensor
The purpose of the sensor is to switch to low (On) when a magnetic field is perpendicular
to the Sensor then switches to high (Off) when the magnetic field disappears. The function of
this is to monitor the RPM of a wheel or a motor. However, for the sake of the automated
vertical carousel storage system the sensors will act as a counter and reset to track which bin is
present at the mouth of the machine.
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9.2.1.1 Testing
The original idea on how to implement the hall sensors into the system involved using
two hall sensors, one that works as a counter and the other as a reset. The two hall sensors would
have been placed at the bottom of the carousel storage system, one on each side.

Figure 9.6: Original Hall Sensor Locations
The rightmost Hall Sensor would have been used as the reset to set the bin number back
to the original state (1). To have the reset function properly, a single magnet would be placed on
the right side for the first shelving unit. The leftmost Hall Sensor would have been used as a
counter to count which bin is at the mouth until it reaches the max and being reset by the right
Hall Sensor. Magnets will be placed on the left side of every bin except the first bin.
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Figure 9.7: Hall Sensor & Arduino Circuit
Only 3 wires are necessary to hook up the hall sensor. One wire of the sensor is plugged
into the 5V pin, another into the ground pin, and finally one in whichever input pin was selected.
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For the purpose of getting the sensor to work the following code was used:

Figure 9.8: Hall Sensor & Arduino Code
Within the code, the sensor was enabled and set up to detect a magnetic field:

Figure 9.9: Hall Sensor Detection portion of the code
Then for testing purposes the idea of the RPM of a motor was used. The Hall Sensor had a
magnet run by it 20 times causing the code to print “detect” every time it passed. A RPM value
was printed out after the 20th detect and can be seen in Figure 9.11.
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Figure 9.10: Hall Sensor Test RPM

Figure 9.11: Hall Sensor Code Serial detect
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9.1.1.2 Finalized
The finalized code for the project is posted in Appendix B. After combining all the
separate codes that control each component into one file, the realization that only one Hall
Sensor is needed came about. A single Hall Sensor was then implemented into the carousel
system as a counter. There was no need for a Hall Sensor to be a reset anymore because within
the code was a manual reset once the counter reached the total number of rows.

Figure 9.12: Hall Sensor Final Location
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Two of the 3D printed magnet holders were repurposed to secure the single Hall Sensor
to the bottom of the carousel system. The sensor was secured using the magnet holders because
if the sensor moved or swayed, the counting process could be interrupted causing the sensor to
double count one shelf. To ensure that the Hall Sensor lay flat and not move, a hole was drilled
into one for the magnet holders allowing it to be secure and have the wires connected to the
sensor run underneath it. Figure 9.13 displays the layout of how the Hall Sensor was secured.

Figure 9.13: Hall Sensor Final Mount
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9.1.2 LED IR Emitter and Receiver Diodes
LED IR Emitter Diodes emit an IR light for the Receiver Diode to retrieve. The workings
of the diodes can be decided upon the user's needs. Figure 9.14 displays the Gikfun LED IR
Emitter and Receiver Diodes that were purchased

Figure 9.14: Gikfun LED IR Emitter and Receiver Diodes
The sensors are designed to read a distance value, with around 1023 being considered the
max value. The max value of 1023 has no significance exactly, however this is what the Arduino
Uno R3 considers VDD if the receiver diode does not pick up anything infrared light from the
emitter.
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Figure 9.15: LED IR Emitter and Receiver Diodes not reading

Figure 9.16: Diodes reading each other as hand approaches
Due to the diodes acting as voltage dividers, resistors are needed so both diodes are not
supplied with straight VDD voltage. When wiring the circuit both diodes had to have a resistor in
series with the diode to create the voltage divider. The Emitter was given 5V DC voltage from an
Arduino Uno R3 to help emit IR rays. The Receiver was not connected to a power source but it
turns into a analog pin to read values received from the Emitter. The circuitry for the IR sensors
is displayed in Figure 9.17.
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Figure 9.17: IR Circuit
9.1.2.1 Testing
After the completion of the wiring, the resistors had to be chosen. This portion involved a
lot of trial and error since different resistor values give different ranges the Emitter can emit.
Table 9.1 contains the values that were tested in order to find the proper range:

Resistor on Receiver (ohm)

Resistor on Emitter (ohm)

Distance (inches)

3k

15k

2.5

3k

100

18.75

3k

75

21.3

Table 9.1: Testing Resistors
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When testing the resistors in order to better tell if the sensors were reading one another a
LED was installed to tell the user where the sensors start to pick up each other. This is shown in
the snip of code below in Figure 9.18.

Figure 9.18: Initializing and Setup of IR code
In this portion of code, the pins for the LED and IR sensors were selected. Moving
forward the Arduino controls the sensors to read a value and if the value is below SenseRate
(displayed in Figure 9.19) then it is considered safe. However, if the range is above SenseRate it
will be considered not safe.
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Figure 9.19: IR Safety Conditions
At the end of trail stage two resistor values were chosen due to giving the closest distance
to the open of the Carousel system without being under the full length:

Resistor on Receiver (ohm)

Resistor on Emitter (ohm)

Distance (inches)

3k

75

21.2

Table 9.2: Final Chosen Resistors
These resistor values gave a distance of roughly 21 inches while the opening is roughly
12 inches across. This is important due to the nature of how these LED Diodes will be used. The
purpose for the LED Diodes is to act as a safety feature while the machine is running. An Emitter
will be placed on one side of the opening while the Receiver will be placed on the other.
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Figure 9.20: Emitter and Receiver on the sides of the opening
The IR sensors safety factor ensures that any user using the system does not break fingers
or hands by sticking their hands in the opening while the carousel is spinning. The idea is to have
the LED reading one another and if a hand disrupts the light plane, then a signal will be sent to
an Arduino Uno R3 to power the motor off. Once the hand is removed the motor will start up
again and continue to the desired bin location.
9.1.2.2 Finalized
After combining the separate codes into one file, it became a problem with reading the IR
values. The sensors were moved from being side by side to facing one another as shown in
Figure 9.20. The sensors still read VDD (1023) as no detection and 0 being read instantly. The
issue that was on hand was once the power was switched on, for no hand present, the values
ranged from 120 to 600. With a hand present the values ranged from 500 to 1023. This is
problematic due to there being an overlap in the values. The code works on selecting a distance
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that will be considered dangerous and if the value passes this distance, then the motor shuts off.
If a hand was placed and held in the same spot a single distance value would not be given but a
wide range of values varying from 500 to 1023.

Figure 9.21: Inconsistent range values
A couple of trials were given with a range of different danger distances (ex. 600, 650, and
800). The outcome was always the same. Due to the overlap in the values no matter what the
range was set at, the motor either stopped when it should not have stopped or started when it
should not have started. Due to the unwanted starting and stopping of the motor the IR sensors
were removed from the system. With cutting out the safety mechanism, the hope is for a future
senior design group to implement the safety feature to ensure no one gets injured when using the
vertical carousel storage system.
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9.3 Touch Screen Interface
9.3.1 Nextion LCD Touch Screen
The Nextion LCD Touch Screen is a 7 inches x 4.5 inches touchable programmable
screen. The LCD Screen is a programmable Human Machine Interface (HMI) that is compatible
with Arduino. The meaning of HMI is an interface which allows the machine and humans to
interact with one another. The screen runs on a 5V voltage in order to power and run. The screen
was mounted to the upper right of the opening as shown in Figure 9.22.

Figure 9.22: Placement of LCD Screen
The Screen was programmed using different software than Arduino. The program used
was called Nextion Editor and has the many features such as toolbox for selecting a text, number,
button, process bar, etc. goes on the screen.
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Figure 9.23: Toolbox on Nextion Editor
Figure 9.24 displays the screen which the user interacts with to create and add any texts into the
display window.

Figure 9.24: Fonts tab on Nextion Editor
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Figure 9.25 is the display window which shows what will be displayed on the touch screen once
the code has been uploaded to it.

Figure 9.25: Display window on Nextion Editor
Figure 9.26 displays the output tab which is used to show any outputs during simulation.

Figure 9.26: Output tab on Nextion Editor
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Figure 9.27 represents the events tab which is where the buttons and other touchable portions of
the screen are chosen. The events tab also has the capability of having the screen components
talk to one another.

Figure 9.27: Events tab on Nextion Editor

The page tab seen in Figure 9.28 is where the user can add additional pages and coordinate them
with buttons in order to display a whole new screen if needed.

Figure 9.28: Page tab on Nextion Editor
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Attribute tab, is used to customize of the text, numbers, buttons, process bar, etc. It allows for
naming, font color, value/text, location, and box colorization.

Figure 9.29: Attribute tab on Nextion Editor
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Figure 9.30: Nextion Editor Full Screen
For the purpose of this project a keypad was constructed using 12 push to touch buttons
(0-9, Delete, and Enter). Along with two text boxes which state, “Using the keypad, enter the
desired row number” and “The row you have selected is”. Lastly a number box was added below
the row selected text box to display the row the user has selected. The screen being displayed can
be viewed above in Figure 9.30. In order to upload the finalized display screen to the LCD touch
screen a Micro SanDisk (SD) card had to be used. In order for the touch screen to have power
and transmit data, the provided plug of four wires: red (5V), black (ground), yellow
(Transmitter), and blue (Receiver) must be plugged in. The cord can be seen in Figure 9.31
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Figure 9.31: Power Cord for LCD

Figure 9.32: Micro SanDisk for LCD
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Once the Micro SD card is inserted and touch screen has power, the created display
screen will be shown on the touch screen. The LCD screen cannot be powered by the Arduino
Uno R3, instead a micro-USB must be used to power the LCD screen.

Figure 9.33: Micro-USB to power Screen and Arduino
The interesting thing about the micro-USB is that it can power both the touch screen and
the Arduino Uno R3, however the Arduino Uno R3 cannot power the touch screen.
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9.3.4 Nextion LCD Touch Screen Testing & Finalization
In order for the screen and the Arduino Uno R3 to talk to one another a couple of coding
steps were needed. First, Nextion provides Arduino libraries for Arduino MEGA as seen in
Figure 9.34.

Figure 9.34: Nextion Libraries
The Nexconfig.h library was used to have the two components properly talk. By only changing
two lines within the Nexconfig.h file, the usage changes from Arduino MEGA to Arduino Uno.
Figure 9.35 displays the Arduino MEGA library before any changes were made. The changes to
the library can be seen in Figure 9.36, allowing the library to be compatible with the Arduino
Uno R3.
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Figure 9.35: Nexconfig.h original

Figure 9.36: Nexconfig.h Changes
The only changes that were made are in lines 32 & 37 with disabling line 32 and
changing line 37 to Serial versus Serial2. The changes were made due to the Arduino Uno R3
only having one serial receiver port and one serial transmitter port. Once these changes were
made the libraries are now compatible with Arduino Uno R3 and coding can begin. To begin the
code, the buttons needed to be initialized. The way of doing this is using the Nexbutton function
with the variables being: page id, component id, and component name. All these variables are
found on the Nextion Editor attribute page.
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Figure 9.37: Nextion Buttons Initialized
After the buttons are initialized, each button will have to be registered so each one has a certain
memory location.

Figure 9.38: Nextion Buttons Registered
With the buttons being initialized and registered the next step was to create callback
functions. The callback functions are used to execute the following lines of code when a button
is pressed. For the purpose of the project when a button was pressed the only thing that would be
executed was storing the value of the button into a variable titled num.
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Figure 9.39: Nextion Button callbacks
In addition, other than the buttons the only other piece of information needed would be if
the enter button was selected. For the motor to move, the selected value that is entered cannot
equal that of the current row and enter button will have to be pressed (true). This being the case
in the enter callback function the variable ENTER will need to be set to true and desired bin will
be equal to num.

Figure 9.40: Nextion Enter Button callbacks

Programming logic can now be used to figure out from the desiredBin how many
magnets need to pass the Hall Sensor to reach the desired row, which is put in a variable titled
numsteps. A single if else statement was used to figure out how many magnet passes it would
take to reach the desiredBin. This is shown below in Figure 9.41.
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Figure 9.41: Logic for numsteps
Having currentBin which is initially set to 1, desiredBin being given from the LCD
screen buttons, and numsteps calculated, the last piece of the puzzle is to determine what
happens if desiredBin does not equal currentBin. Another if else logic was inserted to change the
value of currentBin to get closer and closer to the desiredBin number. Once the if else logic was
added the motor will now stop. The following three figures are the initial if statement for
currentBin and desiredBin not equaling, if statement used for changing the value of currentBin,
and else statement to stop the motor.
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Figure 9.42: If statement to start motor

Figure 9.43: Logic to change currentBin value

Figure 9.44: Else statement for motor stoppage
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9.4 Final Functionality
9.4.1 Finished Product
The finalized setup for the wired components can be seen in Figure 9.45. The completed
code can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 9.45: Circuit Wires strapped and taped together

The following steps explain how the carousel system functions. An individual begins by making
a selection on the LCD screen and chooses a number 1 through 8 for the desired row (9 and 0 are
included in case of future work of adding any additional rows; however currently they are just
used to show the motor spinning with no stop. To stop and reset the carousel from spinning
continuously, the Buck converter must be turned off and back on to reset).
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Figure 9.46: Buck Converter
Once a selection has been made the individual must then press the “Enter” button located
on the touch screen. Once a number and enter have been selected the Arduino will send a signal
to the driver commanding the motor to start moving.

Figure 9.47: Row 8 being selected and Enter being pressed
As the motor is spinning forwards the Hall Sensor located below the bottom of the
system is used to count the number of rows that pass. Once the count reaches the desired row the
Arduino Uno R3 will then send a signal to the driver commanding the motor to stop, leaving the
selected bin at the opening of the machine. for The Arduino Uno R3 will remember the row that
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is at the opening as long as it is powered. Once power is shut off all memory from the Arduino
Uno R3 will be lost and a manual reset will have to be made. To bypass this issue a warning has
been given below the screen to reset the row at the opening of the machine back to row 1 before
shutting the power off.

Figure 9.48: Reset to Row 1 Warning

9.4.2 Changes Made to Final Product
A couple of changes were made to the project to have it properly function. The first thing that
was removed was the forward and reverse of the motor. Due to the Hall Sensors counting as soon
as the magnet passes causes an issue when changing direction due to the sensor picking up the
same row twice and causing the carousel to stop a row short. Changes were made to the code to
counteract this, but the latest changes messed with the functions of the motor, so the idea was
later scrapped. The next was the uninstalling of the IR sensors. Due to the problems stated in the
IR Sensors, the sensors were not giving reliable values which would cause the motor to randomly
start and stop.
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10 Completed Automated Vertical Carousel Storage System
10.1 Completed Work
A vertical carousel storage system has been designed, implemented and is ready for use
in the Automated Manufacturing course at the University of Southern Indiana. It is capable of a
user selecting a desired row and the system delivering that row to the dispensing slot for the user
to pick out their bin.

Figure 10.1: Final Vertical Carousel System
The system ended with 8 rows or 5 bins per row, 40 bins of storage in total. The LCD screen
gives the user input to the controller which tells the motor to rotate while the Hall effect sensors
count until the desired row has been reached. When in operation the travel time between 2 rows
was timed to be around 2.75 seconds. Other performance characteristics can be found in Table
10.1 below.
Sprocket Speed

6.0 RPM

Chain Speed

63.63 mm/s

Travel Time Between 2 Rows

2.75 s

Travel Time - First and Last Row

19.25 s

Table 10.1: Performance Characteristics
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10.2 Future Work
The overall goal of this project was to develop a functioning automated vertical carousel
storage system that could be used as a demonstration tool. Some design aspects were unable to
be achieved during the construction of this machine. First, the safety sensor at the dispensing slot
was not completed. Testing was performed, but the IR sensor was unable to be implemented on
the final design. In the future, it would be ideal to have a light curtain acting at this location, in
order to shut off the machine. The second functional aspect that could be implemented at a later
date would be variable motor direction. Variable motor direction was initially achieved during
the implementation phase, but due to errors with the Hall effect sensor, the machine only rotates
in one direction. In order to minimize vending time, it would be beneficial to implement variable
motor direction in the future. Speed variation was also a design characteristic that was desired
(fast, medium, slow), but additional troubleshooting of the stepper motor code would need to be
performed in order to implement this feature.
This machine functions by having a user select a desired row number and then proceeds
to rotate to this row. Ideally, the user should be able to select the desired bin number instead of
the row it is shelved on. In addition to this functionality difference, having a bin spotlight
illuminate the selected bin could be implemented. This would clarify which individual bin was
selected. The final design aspect that would be beneficial would be to construct a more userfriendly mode of transportation. Currently, the automated vertical carousel system has two large
handles on each side as a means of moving the device. In the future, it would be ideal to have a
set of retractable caster wheels installed. This would allow the device to lay flat on a surface, but
also allow it to be raised up onto wheels. Once raised on wheels, it could be easily transported
between locations.

11 Conclusion
Overall, a carousel storage system is ideal when needing to improve efficiency of storing
and selecting items. This system has met the main objectives of the project, as it can be used in
the Automated Manufacturing course. Although there is future work that can be done as
discussed in Section 10.2, the concept of a vertical carousel storage system was captured in the
final implementation. The constructed device functions properly allowing the user to observe the
system perform while bringing the user their desired bin.
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Appendix
Appendix A

Figure A1: Lexan Required Calculation

Figure A2: Load Calculation
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Figure A3: Chain and Sprocket Calculations
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Figure A4: Shaft Calculations

Figure A5: System Torque Calculation
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Appendix B
Full Final Code
//Lyndon Wilson
//Senior
//Ill give you what you want

//Included Libs
#include "Nextion.h"

//Globals
int driverPUL = 7; // PUL- pin
int driverDIR = 6; // DIR- pin
int photoDiode = 4;
int senRead = 0;
int senseRate = 510; //distance considered unsafe
int senseVal;
bool safe;
int pd = 100;

// Pulse Delay period

boolean setdir = LOW; // Set Direction
volatile byte half_revolutions;
unsigned int rpm;
unsigned long timeold;
int num=-1;
bool ENTER=false;
int desiredBin;
int currentBin;
int numSteps;
int BINS[8] = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8};
int curdir;
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int prevdir = NULL;

//Stepper class
class Stepper {
public:
int is_moving;
int direction;
};

Stepper motor;

//Functions
int start_motor(int direction)
{
motor.is_moving = 1;
motor.direction = (direction > 0) ? HIGH : LOW;
}

int stop_motor(void)
{
motor.is_moving = 0;
}

int motor_interval(void)
{
if (motor.is_moving) {
pd = map(512,0,1023,2000,50);
digitalWrite(driverDIR,motor.direction);
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digitalWrite(driverPUL,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(pd);
digitalWrite(driverPUL,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(pd);
}
}

// Declare your Nextion objects (page id = 0, component id = 1, component name = "b0")
NexButton b1 = NexButton(0, 2, "b1");
NexButton b2 = NexButton(0, 3, "b2");
NexButton b3 = NexButton(0, 4, "b3");
NexButton b4 = NexButton(0, 5, "b4");
NexButton b5 = NexButton(0, 6, "b5");
NexButton b6 = NexButton(0, 7, "b6");
NexButton b7 = NexButton(0, 8, "b7");
NexButton b8 = NexButton(0, 9, "b8");
NexButton b9 = NexButton(0, 10, "b9");
NexButton bd = NexButton(0, 12, "bd");
NexButton b0 = NexButton(0, 1, "b0");
NexButton be = NexButton(0, 13, "be");
NexText t0 = NexText(0, 11, "t0");
NexText t1 = NexText(0, 14, "t1");
NexText t2 = NexText(0,15, "t2");

// Register a button to the touch event
NexTouch *nex_listen_list[] =
{
&b1,
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&b2,
&b3,
&b4,
&b5,
&b6,
&b7,
&b8,
&b9,
&bd,
&b0,
&be,
&t2,
NULL
};

int moveConveyor(int* l, int cur, int dest)
{
// return the amount of steps to move belt
// negative go back, positive go forward
// what's longest distance to traverse
// negative == backwards, positive == forward, 0 == stay
if (cur < dest) {
return dest-cur;
}
else if (dest < cur) {
return 8-(cur-dest);
}
else {
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return 0;
}
//Two Directions
/*
if (cur < dest) {
if (dest - cur > 4) {
return -(8-(dest-cur));
}
return dest-cur;
}
else if (dest < cur) {
if (cur - dest > 4) {
return 8-(cur-dest);
}
return -(cur-dest);
}
else {
return 0;
}*/
}

//function push call back buttons
void b0PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 0;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b1PushCallback(void *ptr)
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{
num = 1;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b2PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 2;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b3PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 3;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b4PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 4;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b5PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 5;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b6PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 6;
Serial.println(num);
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}
void b7PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 7;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b8PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 8;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b9PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 9;
Serial.println(num);
}
void bdPushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = -1;
Serial.println(num);
}
void bePushCallback(void *ptr)
{
ENTER = true;
desiredBin = num;
Serial.println("ENTERED");
}
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void magnet_detect()
{
half_revolutions++;
}

//set-up functions
void setup(void)
{
Serial.begin(9600);
b1.attachPush(b1PushCallback);
b2.attachPush(b2PushCallback);
b3.attachPush(b3PushCallback);
b4.attachPush(b4PushCallback);
b5.attachPush(b5PushCallback);
b6.attachPush(b6PushCallback);
b7.attachPush(b7PushCallback);
b8.attachPush(b8PushCallback);
b9.attachPush(b9PushCallback);
bd.attachPush(bdPushCallback);
b0.attachPush(b0PushCallback);
be.attachPush(bePushCallback);
nexInit();
pinMode (driverPUL, OUTPUT);
pinMode (driverDIR, OUTPUT);
//attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(3), revmotor, FALLING);
attachInterrupt(0, magnet_detect, RISING);//Initialize the intterrupt pin (Arduino digital pin 2)
half_revolutions = 0;
rpm = 0;
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timeold = 0;
desiredBin = 1;
currentBin = 1;
}

void loop(void)
{
nexLoop(nex_listen_list);
//read IR sensing range
senseVal = analogRead(senRead);
Serial.println(senseVal);
//IR sensors read one another && Safe
if(senseVal <= senseRate)
{
//digitalWrite(Led,LOW);
safe = true;
//delay(20);
}
//IR Sensors do not read one another && is not safe
else if(senseVal > senseRate)
{
//digitalWrite(Led,HIGH);
safe = false;
//delay(20);
}
// is the desired bin == to current bin
// or is the desiredbin not null
// TODO READ IR SENSORS
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// THE CONDITIONAL BEFORE IR WAS ADDED IS COMMENTED BELOW
// DIDN'T TEST SO DON'T EXPECT IT TO WORK YOU FUCKING NEANDERTHALS
//Tested and values are very wild
//if (currentBin != desiredBin && safe) {
if (currentBin != desiredBin) {
numSteps = moveConveyor(BINS, currentBin, desiredBin);
start_motor(numSteps);
// for each detection we will act like we are moving the belt
if (half_revolutions >= 1) {
Serial.print("DESIRED BIN: ");
Serial.println(desiredBin);
Serial.print("CURRENT BIN: ");
Serial.println(currentBin);
Serial.print("NUM STEPS:");
Serial.println(numSteps);
rpm = 30*1000/(millis() - timeold)*half_revolutions;
timeold = millis();
half_revolutions = 0;
if (numSteps < 0) {
// go backwards
if (currentBin == 1) {
currentBin = 8;
}
else {
currentBin--;
}
}
else if (numSteps > 0) {
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// go forward
if (currentBin == 8) {
currentBin = 1;
}
else {
currentBin++;
}
}
}
}
else {
stop_motor();
// arrived
// stop motor
//store direction to add a bin for swaying
//prevdir = curdir;
}

motor_interval();
}
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Appendix C
Test Code

Hall Sensor
volatile byte half_revolutions;
unsigned int rpm;
unsigned long timeold;
void setup()
{
Serial.begin(115200);
attachInterrupt(0, magnet_detect, RISING);//Initialize the intterrupt pin (Arduino digital pin 2)
half_revolutions = 0;
rpm = 0;
timeold = 0;
}
void loop()//Measure RPM
{
if (half_revolutions >= 20) {
rpm = 30*1000/(millis() - timeold)*half_revolutions;
timeold = millis();
half_revolutions = 0;
Serial.println(rpm,DEC);
}
}
void magnet_detect()//This function is called whenever a magnet/interrupt is detected by the
arduino
{
half_revolutions++;
Serial.println("detect");
}
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IR Sensor
int photoDiode=3;
int Led=13;
int senRead=0;
int SenseRate=980;
bool safe = true;

void setup()
{
pinMode(photoDiode,OUTPUT);
pinMode(Led,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(photoDiode,HIGH);
digitalWrite(Led,LOW);
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop()
{
int val=analogRead(senRead);
Serial.println(val);

if(val <= SenseRate)
{
digitalWrite(Led,LOW);
safe = true;
Serial.print("Safe: ");
Serial.println(safe);
delay(20);
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}
else if(val > SenseRate)
{
digitalWrite(Led,HIGH);
safe = false;
Serial.print("Safe: ");
Serial.println(safe);
delay(20);
}

}

LCD Screen
#include "Nextion.h"

int driverPUL = 7; // PUL- pin
int driverDIR = 6; // DIR- pin
int pd = 500;

// Pulse Delay period

boolean setdir = LOW; // Set Direction
volatile byte half_revolutions;
unsigned int rpm;
unsigned long timeold;
int num=-1;
bool ENTER=false;
int desiredBin;
int currentBin;
int numSteps;
int BINS[8] = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8};
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// Declare your Nextion objects - Example (page id = 0, component id = 1, component name =
"b0")
NexButton b1 = NexButton(0, 2, "b1");
NexButton b2 = NexButton(0, 3, "b2");
NexButton b3 = NexButton(0, 4, "b3");
NexButton b4 = NexButton(0, 5, "b4");
NexButton b5 = NexButton(0, 6, "b5");
NexButton b6 = NexButton(0, 7, "b6");
NexButton b7 = NexButton(0, 8, "b7");
NexButton b8 = NexButton(0, 9, "b8");
NexButton b9 = NexButton(0, 10, "b9");
NexButton bd = NexButton(0, 12, "bd");
NexButton b0 = NexButton(0, 1, "b0");
NexButton be = NexButton(0, 13, "be");
NexText t0 = NexText(0, 11, "t0");
NexText t1 = NexText(0, 14, "t1");
NexText t2 = NexText(0,15, "t2");

// Register a button object to the touch event list.
NexTouch *nex_listen_list[] =
{
&b1,
&b2,
&b3,
&b4,
&b5,
&b6,
&b7,
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&b8,
&b9,
&bd,
&b0,
&be,
&t2,
NULL
};

int moveConveyor(int* l, int cur, int dest)
{
// return the amount of steps to move belt
// negative go back, positive go forward
// what's longest distance to traverse
// negative == backwards, positive == forward, 0 == stay
if (cur < dest) {
if (dest - cur > 4) {
return -(8-(dest-cur));
}
return dest-cur;
}
else if (dest < cur) {
if (cur - dest > 4) {
return 8-(cur-dest);
}
return -(cur-dest);
}
else {
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return 0;
}
}

void b0PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 0;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b1PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 1;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b2PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 2;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b3PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 3;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b4PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 4;
Serial.println(num);
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}
void b5PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 5;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b6PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 6;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b7PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 7;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b8PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 8;
Serial.println(num);
}
void b9PushCallback(void *ptr)
{
num = 9;
Serial.println(num);
}
void bdPushCallback(void *ptr)
{
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num = -1;
Serial.println(num);
}
void bePushCallback(void *ptr)
{
ENTER = true;
desiredBin = num;
Serial.println("ENTERED");
}

void revmotor (){
setdir = !setdir;
}

void magnet_detect()
{
half_revolutions++;
}

void setup(void)
{
Serial.begin(9600);
b1.attachPush(b1PushCallback);
b2.attachPush(b2PushCallback);
b3.attachPush(b3PushCallback);
b4.attachPush(b4PushCallback);
b5.attachPush(b5PushCallback);
b6.attachPush(b6PushCallback);
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b7.attachPush(b7PushCallback);
b8.attachPush(b8PushCallback);
b9.attachPush(b9PushCallback);
bd.attachPush(bdPushCallback);
b0.attachPush(b0PushCallback);
be.attachPush(bePushCallback);
nexInit();
pinMode (driverPUL, OUTPUT);
pinMode (driverDIR, OUTPUT);
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(3), revmotor, FALLING);
attachInterrupt(0, magnet_detect, RISING);//Initialize the intterrupt pin (Arduino digital pin 2)
half_revolutions = 0;
rpm = 0;
timeold = 0;
desiredBin = 1;
currentBin = 1;
}

void loop(void)
{
nexLoop(nex_listen_list);
// is the desired bin == to current bin
// or is the desiredbin not null
if (currentBin != desiredBin) {
numSteps = moveConveyor(BINS, currentBin, desiredBin);
// for each detection we will act like we are moving the belt
if (half_revolutions >= 1) {
Serial.print("DESIRED BIN: ");
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Serial.println(desiredBin);
Serial.print("CURRENT BIN: ");
Serial.println(currentBin);
Serial.print("NUM STEPS:");
Serial.println(numSteps);
rpm = 30*1000/(millis() - timeold)*half_revolutions;
timeold = millis();
half_revolutions = 0;
if (numSteps < 0) {
// go backwards
if (currentBin == 1) {
currentBin = 8;
}
else {
currentBin--;
}
}
else if (numSteps > 0) {
// go forward
if (currentBin == 8) {
currentBin = 1;
}
else {
currentBin++;
}
}
}
}
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else {
// arrived
// stop motor
}
pd = map(512,0,1023,2000,50);
digitalWrite(driverDIR,setdir);
digitalWrite(driverPUL,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(pd);
digitalWrite(driverPUL,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(pd);
}
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